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Catalina Ouyang uses her body to map out spaces and ideas in her performative videos, makes 
sculptures that obscures all that is familiar. Her most recent NYC group show, “sister, lover, 
destroyer”, created fantastical battleground at Trestle in Brooklyn. The collaborative "arsenal" 
formed a fragmented retelling of a Chinese folktale, recalling power imbalances within both the 
ancient legend and the artist's own story.

Catalina was seated amongst cardboard boxes when she answered my FaceTime call. She had a 

small black crescent moon drawn on each of her cheeks. It was 10 pm on a Monday and she had 

been unpacking all day in her new home in New Haven where she will be attending Yale for her 

MFA.



Are those tattoos?

 

No haha I just draw these on sometimes as part of my makeup. I saw an old portrait of a woman 

from the Song Dynasty with moons on her cheeks and I really liked it.

 

I know you’ve moved around a lot, but where are you originally from?

 

I was born in Chicago to Chinese immigrants, raised in a trashy white suburb in Illinois, then I 

lived in a trashy racist highway town in North New Jersey until moving to St. Louis for school.

 

How do you navigate your practice and the art world, or the real world for that matter, as 

a female Chinese-American artist? I know this is something you touch on in your work.

 

Well when I first started allowing identity to creep into my work—or flood into my work—I was 

all about excavating my oppression, injustices I had experienced specifically as an Asian-

American. Losing my mother tongue—Mandarin– having this cultural shame and self-loathing 

bred into me….almost every east Asian-American young artist I know has gone through this 

phase. And with young Asian-American women, it's often making work specifically about their 

relationships with white men and how that's fucked them up….and I did that too, really intensely, 

for a minute. But recently I’ve been more interested in how that fits into a far wider power 

structure.

 

You've mentioned that you like to allow the viewer to take an active role in deciding how 

they perceive your work. How did you do that with your most recent installation, “sister, 

lover, destroyer”?

 



I really just don’t want to be prescriptive with how the work is read. Some artists can get pretty 

anal-retentive about the viewer receiving exactly the signals that they sought to broadcast. I 

make the work, and it comes from a particular place. Once it’s in the world it takes on its own 

life and I’m okay with that.

 

So, what do you think the show’s title “sister, lover, destroyer” conveys to its audience?

 

...I think this show was speaking directly to ideas of sisterhood, love over a man’s desire, 

violence, anxiety, things getting in the way of sustainable relationships, and personal and 

interpersonal growth.

 

I thought it was really effective how you used something from your heritage, a Chinese 

folktale, to talk about imbalances of power.

 

Yeah! “sister, lover, destroyer” is based on The Legend of the White Snake -- which is pretty 

ubiquitous in China, as much as Little Red Riding Hood is in the West. The white snake and the 

green snake are powerful demon-goddess-snake best friends. One day, the white snake falls in 

love with this clumsy scholar man. White snake says, “I want to give up my immortality to be 

with this man and have his child”, and green snake is like, “what the fuck” …Over time, as the 

mythology and economy of true love got popularized, the myth says true love is the route to 

salvation not your awesome fucking friendship with your witch friend. I was working through 

the intricacies in that narrative and applying it to personal scenarios, and our current fucked up 

political climate.



        



 

 



 

 



 


